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ABSTRACT 

Hyperthermia is one method of tumor therapy, the goal of hyperthermia therapy is to generate enough heat (41oC-
45oC) to kill the tumor cells without damaging the surrounding cells of healthy tissue. Maintain a stable temperature in the 
treatment is necessary, also knowing the area and the depth of penetrating by heat, especially when using microwave 
radiation hyperthermia type, purpose that the desired therapeutic effect can be restricted to certain area only (area contain 
tumor). In this research according to our developed microcontroller based 2.45 GHz microwave hyperthermia device, we 
investigate the temperature pattern during the exposure of microwave hyperthermia at ex vivo medium (agar phantom) 
based on some thermogram pictures acquired by using an infrared camera. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Hyperthermia is a method of increasing the 
temperature of tumour area above normal human body 
temperature (37oC) from 41oC to 45oC (maximum). This 
must be kept hyperthermia temperature range can not 
damage the healthy tissue surround the tumour [1, 2, 3].   

There are many hyperthermia types, one is 
microwave hyperthermia. It is using one of ISM 
(Industrial Scientific and Medical) frequencies, 2.45 GHz, 
and suitable for superficial tumor therapy. Microwave as 
electromagnetic wave exposed to medium can be directly 
through out in lossless medium or absorbed in loss 
medium. SAR (specific absorption rate) is a quantity that 
represents the electromagnetic power absorption per unit 
mass in loss medium, biological medium is a kind of loss 
medium. The absorbed electromagnetic wave in lossy 
medium at a certain time can generate heat caused by 
molecules rotation and friction at the same time [1, 2, 4]. 

The temperature of microwave heated lossy 
medium proportional to the power of microwave source, it 
is important to keep the hyperthermia temperature during 
irradiation time by adjusting the microwave power. 
Another aspect in microwave hyperthermia as this 
research conducted is to investigate the spatial temperature 
distribution during microwave exposed, at the surface and 
the depth of the medium. As we use the conical horn type 

antenna with circular aperture for applicator, the 
temperature distribution should have relation with the 
aperture size of applicator, beside the medium parameters 
(permittivity, heat coefficient, etc.) and frequency [5, 6, 7, 
11]. 
 

 
 

Figure-1. A schematic diagram of non-invasive 2.45 GHz 
microwave hyperthermia device (left) and its 

hardware realization (right). 
 
ELECTROMAGNETIC AND HEAT TRANSFER 

Microwave as electromagnetic wave Ei (incident 
wave) exposed to biological tissue (lossy medium) can be 
reflected Er or transmitted Et as in [7, 9, 10]. 
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Figure-2. Scheme of electromagnetic exposed from air to lossy medium (left) and 
its typical electric field profile in the medium (right). 

 
The electromagnetic relation given by 
 
Et = τ Ei                                       (1) 
 
τ = 2η/(η+η0)  and  η = √μ0/√(ε-j(σ/ω))     (2) 
 
where Ei = Eo e-αz cos(ωt-βz), E0 = initial electric field 
(V/m), τ = transmission factor, α = attenuation factor, ω = 
frequency, β = phase factor (β=0), σ = conductivity of 
medium, ε = medium permittivity, μ = medium 
permeability, ε=εr.ε0, μ=μr.μ0, η0:free space impedance 
(η0≈377Ω), and  η = lossy medium impedance,  .                    

The electromagnetic absorption quantities in 
medium have been defined with  
 
SAR = (σ/ρ) Et

2                                      (3) 
 

As the medium cannot keep the absorbed E and 
for balance mechanism, it releases the energy as heat, the 

loss term mean part or mostly of EM energy become heat. 
The heat can be described by bio-heat transfer equation in 
bio-medium by Pennes. 
 

                   (4) 

 
ρ is bio-tissue density (kg.m-3), C is bio-tissue 

specific heat (J.kg-1.oC-1), ĸ is bio-tissue heat conductivity 
(W.m-1.oC-1), T is tissue temperature (oC), Qb is heat 
transfer due to blood perfusion, Qm is metabolic heat 
transfer, Qe is external heat source from microwave 
radiation source and Qe = ρ SAR,  Q unit is in J.m-3.s-1. Qm 
and Qb can be ignored in ex vivo experiment as in [1, 3, 8, 
9].  

Figure-3 shows the theoretical SAR and 
temperature profile in 1D (1 dimension) and 2D (2 
Dimension) after microwave heating from microwave 
hyperthermia applicator as in [5, 8, 11]. 

 

 
 

Figure-3. Theoretical SAR profiles in 2D at the surface (a) and cross section (b) of the biomedium (c) and (d) its 
corresponding 1D SAR profiles. The right pictures also shown the theoretical thermal image (2D) at the surface (e) and 
inside or cross section (f) of the biomedium, the curves (g,h) are the corresponding 1D temperature profile. (TH is 
hyperthermia temperature (the highest value) and TN is normal tissue temperature or the lowest value). 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 

This research using 2.45 GHz microwave 
hyperthermia device which non-invasive to the medium 
under microwave exposed. We use agar phantom 
(9gr/900ml) with 5 cm in width as representation of 
biological tissue. 

The temperature of the agar phantom after 
microwave heating, both at the surface and inside, was 
taken by noninvasive temperature sensor, using passive 
thermopile array for temperature vs time only at medium 
surface, and using infrared camera for instataneous time 
2D temperature profile at the surface and inside the 
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medium, this done at transient state and steady state 
hyperthermia temperature response. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Our developed a microcontroller based 2.45 GHz 
microwave hyperthermia device as in Figure-1. This 
device generate on-off state microwave (depend on pulse 
width duty cycle derived by fuzzy based microcontroller) 

exposed from circular aperture applicator to bio-medium 
or agar phantom [3].  

Figure-5 shown the thermograms taken by an 
infrared camera at different microwave exposed time from 
transient state (i, ii, iii, iv, v) until steady state (vi). It 
correspond to temperature response as seen in Figure-4, 
the time for (i) = 100 s, (ii) = 150 s, (iii) = 200 s, (iv) = 
290 s, (v) = 390 s, and (vi) above 600s. 

 

 
 

Figure-4. The 2.45 GHz microwave hyperthermia temperature response and (i), (ii), until 
(vi) represent the captured time of the thermograms by infrared camera. 

 

 
 

Figure-5. Thermograms or 2D heat patterns of the surface of the agar phantom 
taken at different microwave exposed duration time. 

 

 
 

Figure-6. The surface (from left to right) temperature profile of the agar phantom. 
 

The last thermogram (vi) in Figuire-5 and Figure-
7 is the steady state heat pattern respect to hyperthermia 
temperature setting (41-45oC),  it represent the circular 

aperture area of applicator, that shape is semicircular, 
because of nonlinearity of EM radiation from the circular 
horn antenna. 

 

 
 

Figure-7. Thermograms of the cross section of the agar phantom also taken 
at different Time of microwave exposed. 

 
The 2D temperature profile at the surface of agar 

phantom follow the circular shape of the installed aperture 
applicator (antenna) with more than 50% area covered by 
hyperthermia temperature, by this temperature profile we 

can estimate the beamwidth of the antenna 
(approximatelly 30o). According to 2D cross section 
temperature profile, it also follow the applicator type, 
circular horn antenna (Figure-1), we can observed the 
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depth of penetration of 2.45 GHz microwave exposed to 
agar phantom, it is around 2 cm effective coverage of 
hyperthermia temperature from top of the medium. By this 
we can also estimate the radiation pattern of the antenna, 
as this really near field electromagnetic exposure to the 
medium without any external interference. 

The stability of the microwave hyperthermia 
device also can be shown by fact that the are same 
thermograms if we capture at the steady state time range 
(above 600s or 10 minutes). 

 

 
 

Figure-8. Cross section (from top to bottom) temperature profile of the agar phantom. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

Our developed 2.45 GHz microwave 
hyperthermia device was evaluated. As the results 
supported by thermograms or 2D temperature 
measurement after microwave heating for a certain time 
(transient state and steady state) at agar phantom, we can 
conclude that this device suitable for superficial cancer 
treatment, with location around 2 cm below the skin and 
the hyperthermia temperature pattern can be restricted in a 
certain area only due to the circular aperture applicator 
that applied. 
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